LC30 GRENADIER
40mm low velocity grenade sight
Bore sight to 350m

FROM RING SIGHTS

DEVELOPMENT
Ring Sights LC-30 Grenadier is a development of the
proven range LC-30 based Grenade Sights enabling first hit
probability in any lighting conditions to the ballistics full range.
DESCRIPTION
ɀ Solid glass construction for excellent durability and
repeatable precision with no chance of internal misting.
ɀ Can be used day or night and is fully NVG compatible.
ɀ LV 40mm Grenades from 0-350m in 25m increments.
ɀ For consistent shooting the tilt of the weapon is of great
importance, with a built in accelerometer, the aim point
flashes when not held vertical +/- 1.5 degrees is our
standard but this can be to the customer’s preference.

ɀ The reticule is coming from infinity so both eyes may
remain open for full spatial awareness.
ɀ Custom reticules for specific weapon ballistic
characteristics.
ɀ Can be mounted on vertical or horizontal weapon rails.
ɀ Eye relief 80-150mm.
ɀ Custom mounting for stand alone or as a UGL to suit the
weapon’s configuration or with the customer’s chosen
rifle sight.
ɀ Minimal forward signature.
ɀ Only illuminates when the weapon is in the firing position,
auto sleep modes for battery conservation.
ɀ Clamping and zeroing, rock solid construction windage
and elevation each click 100mm at 100m.
ɀ Mechanics are made from high grade black anodised
aluminium and black stainless steel fasteners.
ɀ Optical range finding by stadia posts at each range to
simulate a stooping man 1.5m
ɀ Battery ½ AA 3.6v SAFT lithium thionyl for the best
temperature range, CR123 optional. Battery life depends
on sleep times the customer requires but a realistic time
between changes of 1 year.
ɀ Weight: varies to the mount required but 300-350 grams
to be expected.
ɀ The zeroing base can be used for laser torch etc if the
LC-30 is not fitted.
ɀ Silicon rubber hoods if required.
ɀ IP7 dust and water resistant.
ɀ Drop tests completed on Steyr Aug & Madritsch ML40.
ɀ Production: as required subject to export control.
ɀ Standard trial sights available at cost.
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